
Mirage  
Exceptionally lightweight and effortlessly foldable 
The New revolutionary Mirage Scooter is a groundbreaking mobility solution that combines rev-
olutionary design, lightweight construction, and stability with effortless folding for trouble-free 
transportation and compact storage. 

NEW 
Only Weighs 

14.7 kg! 

Puncture 
Proof Solids  

Aluminium Lightweight 
Design 

Very fast and easy to 
fold for your car boot

Efficient Brushless 
Motor



Mirage 

Specifications

www.komfirider.co.uk 

Speed (Max) User Weight Dimensions 
L x W x H (mm)

Travel Range 
(Max) 

Overall Weight (w/o 
battery)

Tyre Size 
(mm)

4mph 19.5st. (125kg) 1000 x 450 x 970
Folded: 1000 x 450 x 420

10mi. (10Ah)
20mi. (20Ah)

14.7 kg 200mm

The New revolutionary Mirage Scooter is a groundbreaking mobility solution that combines rev-
olutionary design, lightweight construction, and stability with effortless folding for trouble-free 
transportation and compact storage.

Exceptionally Lightweight aluminium frame design: with total weight* including the folded seat of 
only just over 14kg makes the scooter very manageable for lifting into and out of your car boot.

Fast & Easy Folding: Folding or unfolding the Mirage takes only approximately 30 seconds!

The Wide and Spacious Seat: with its cushioned supportive back ensures a fantastically enjoyable 
and comfortable driving experience. Plus, the adjustable arms provide extra comfort and security 
as needed.

Exceptionally Lightweight Lithium Battery: Available in both 10Ah or 20Ah size options, the bat-
tery is easily accessible and simple to remove. You can charge it off-board directly into the battery 
case or via the easily accessible tiller charger.

Adjustable Tiller: The unique tiller allows for forward/back and height adjustment ensuring the 
perfect user steering position. Large capicty basket 

Large Capicty Basket; allows you to carry your essentials conveniently and safely and has been 
designed for fast and easy fitting or removal. 

Dual charging ports: Choose between the battery box charging port or the tiller charging port. 

So whether you’re cruising through city streets or enjoying scenic routes, the Mirage Scooter en-
sures a smooth and convenient ride for all your mobility needs.

Capri Blue Midnight Purple

Colour Options

Oyster Grey

* Not including battery 


